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The gas collision cell of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer has been modified to consist of 
ten short quadrupole rod segments that allow an axial field to be applied to the cell in order 
to make measurements of ion mobility. The radiofrequency (rf)-quadrupole field provides 
effective radial confinement that greatly reduces diffusional losses at low pressure. The 
mobilities of mass-selected ions from an ionspray source have been measured at a pressure of 
8 X 10e3 torr at electric fields of 0.1 to 3 V/cm, and used to calculate the collision cross sections 
of the ions. The measured cross sections compare well with those measured by other 
techniques. (J Am Sot Mass Spectrom 1997, 8, 697-702) 0 1997 American Society for Mass 
Spectrometry 
I on mobility spectrometry (IMS) 11, 21 involves the study of the characteristic behavior of ions in an applied electric field at a pressure where gas drag 
(through collisions) balances the force due to the electric 
field. Since ion mobility is directly connected to the ion 
cross section through a collision integral, and cross 
section is determined by size, shape, charge distribu- 
tion, and polarizability of an ion, it follows that a 
correlation between structure and mobility exists. With 
the development of modern drift tube mass spectrom- 
eters [1] reliable data of good accuracy on transport 
properties and reaction rates have become available for 
many ion-molecule systems. Parallel advances in theory 
make it possible for additional information contained in 
the experimental data to be extracted. In the past, this 
technique has been applied to characterize predomi- 
nantly small and simple ions. Recently, some structural 
information has been reported for larger and more 
complex ions [3, 41. The development of electrospray 
[5], in which ions are created with little internal energy, 
allows the formation of a variety of molecular ions, 
including proteins, in the gas phase. Very little is 
known about the size or structure of proteins in the gas 
phase. Covey and Douglas 161 were the first to measure 
collision cross sections for some biomolecule ions. They 
employed a simple model by using an average energy 
loss in a pressurized conventional triple quadrupole 
collision cell. Later it was reported that better values for 
protein cross section can be obtained by using an 
aerodynamic drag model [7]. The technique was ex- 
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tended to study collisionally induced changes in the 
conformation of a protein in the gas phase [8]. Recently, 
more studies of this nature have been reported by using 
an ion mobility technique [9-111. In this paper we 
introduce a method, which uses a modified triple 
quadrupole collision cell, to measure ion mobilities of 
mass-selected ions. This approach is a hybrid method 
where the collision cell rods have been replaced by ten 
short segments, each of 9 mm length, insulated from 
each other by a 1 mm gap. The result is a radiofre- 
quency (rf)-only quadrupole drift cell. The combination 
of a triple quadrupole and a drift cell provides the 
advantage of reducing or eliminating ion losses due to 
diffusion, as well as the advantage of being able to mass 
select ions either before or after the drift cell. 
Experimental 
All experiments were performed on a modified PE- 
Sciex API 300 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. 
Ions created by an ionspray ion source enter through a 
small orifice into a differentially pumped region, and 
are directed through a skimmer into an rf-only quadru- 
pole (QO), where the pressure is approximately 8 X 10e3 
torr. Ions are focused into the first rf/dc resolving 
quadrupole separated from QO by an interquadrupole 
lens and a short rf-only quadrupole. The standard triple 
quadrupole has a collision cell composed of an rf-only 
quadrupole mounted between Ql and Q3. The collision 
cell is enclosed by interquad lenses (IQ2 and IQ3), each 
of which has a central aperture of 2.5 mm in diameter. 
Ions which enter the collision cell in the presence of a 
collision gas (typically nitrogen or argon) either swarm 
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Figure 1. Schematic of triple quadrupole ion optics, with seg- 
mented collision cell. QO: rf-only transfer optics. Ql, Q3: Mass- 
resolving quadrupoles. Q2: rf-only collision cell. IQ2, IQ3: Inter- 
quadrupole lenses. 
through or collisionally dissociate, depending, infer ah, 
on the ion’s initial kinetic energy. 
The modified collision cell used in these experiments 
is shown schematically in Figure 1, along with the rest 
of the ion path of the triple quadrupole. Each segment 
was supplied with the same rf voltage by connecting it 
through a capacitor to Q3. The capacitive divider re- 
sulted in approximately one-third of the Q3 rf voltage 
being applied to each segment. Separate dc rod offset 
voltages were applied to each segment through 20 
Mohm resistors which isolated the dc power supplies 
from the rf voltage. In practice, one dc supply was used 
to provide an offset to segment 1, and a second floating 
dc supply connected across a potential divider was 
used to allow the potential of each segment to be 
controlled by a potentiometer. In the experiments re- 
ported here, a constant voltage difference was main- 
tained between segments, in order to provide a constant 
electric field along the axis. 
The use of ten segments to provide a field along the 
axis is analogous to the use of guard rings in conven- 
tional drift tubes to generate a potential gradient along 
the axis. In our case, the guard rings consisted of the 
four poles of an rf-only quadrupole. The net result was 
an rf quadrupolar field which confined the ions in the 
radial direction, and a dc field which moved the ions in 
the axial direction. Since the internal pole spacing was 
approximately 9 mm, and the entrance and exit aper- 
tures were 2.5 mm in diameter, the ion beam was 
confined to the central 30% of the field. Numerical 
calculations of the potential distribution showed less 
than 1% variation between the (dc) potential on the 
central axis, and the potential at a distance of 2.5 mm 
from the center. Along the axis, the finite length of the 
segments resulted in local values of the axial electric 
field which deviated from the average value by up to 
+40% and -18%. This has no effect on the measure- 
ments as long as the ratio of velocity to electric field 
remains constant at all values of axial electric field 
experienced by the ion inside the device (see later 
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discussion regarding the “low field limit” in Results and 
Discussion). 
Ions were gated into the cell by applying a dc pulse 
(Wavetek Function Generator, Model 166) to the en- 
trance lens (IQ2). Initially held at a positive potential (10 
V above the ion potential), a short negative pulse was 
applied to allow a narrow pulse of ions into the cell. The 
pulse width was adjusted to approximately 20 ps as a 
compromise between resolution and sensitivity. Ions 
were mass selected by Ql operated at unit mass reso- 
lution; Q3 was operated in rf-only mode (not mass 
resolving). Data were acquired with a multichannel 
scaler (Stanford Research Systems, Inc. Model SR 430) 
connected to the normal pulse counting circuitry of the 
API 300, with the sweep of the multichannel scaler 
triggered by the ion gate pulse. For most of the mea- 
surements, a bin width of 5 ps was used, and 1000 
individual pulses were averaged. With typical ion 
fluxes of 100,000 ions per second (after mass selection 
by Ql, in a continuous beam), 1000 pulses of 20 ps each 
provides a total of 2000 ions recorded in the arrival time 
profile. 
Ions entered the segmented quadrupole with a ki- 
netic energy determined by the potential difference 
between QO (where the ions from the source are initially 
thermalized by collisions at a pressure of about 8 X lo-” 
torr [12]) and the first segment. For all of the experi- 
ments reported here, the potential difference was main- 
tained at either 0.5 or 1 V, in order to avoid fragmen- 
tation of the ions, and to ensure that the initial ion 
velocity was low at the start. The cell was pressurized 
with 8 X 10M3 torr of nitrogen. The pressure was 
determined by measuring the flow of nitrogen into the 
cell with a mass flowmeter, which was calibrated with 
a bubble flowmeter to an accuracy of better than 1%. 
The pressure was then calculated from the measured 
flow and the known conductances of the entrance and 
exit apertures. 
Mobilities of several ions generated by electrospray 
were measured. Leucine (MW 130) and reserpine (MW 
608) are relatively small molecules that form singly 
charged ions by electrospray (of m/z 131 and 609, 
respectively). Horse heart apomyoglobin (myoglobin 
without the heme attached-MW 16951), horse skeletal 
muscle holomyoglobin (myoglobin containing the 
heme-MW 17576), ubiquitin (MW 8564), and insulin A 
chain (MW 3520), all form multiply charged positive 
ions. All samples were obtained from Sigma Chemical 
Co. (St. Louis, MO), and were used without further 
purification. All were prepared in 50/50 water/aceto- 
nitrile with 0.1% acetic acid, except for holomyoglobin, 
which was prepared in 100% water. Solution concentra- 
tions of 2 pmol/pL were infused at a flow rate of 5 PL 
per minute. 
For the singly charged ions from leucine (MH+ = 
m/z 131) and reserpine (MH+ = m/z 609), a constant 
potential difference was applied between all ten seg- 
ments, providing a drift space 10 cm in length. For the 
multiply charged protein ions, the field was applied 
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only over the last nine segments, so that the length of 
the first segment was field free. This was done to allow 
dissipation of any excess kinetic energy before the drift 
region. Arrival time profiles were recorded at fields of 
from 0.1 to 3 V/cm (determined as the total potential 
difference across the nine or ten segments, divided by 
the total length-9 or 10 cm-of the drift region). This 
corresponds to a range of E/N (ratio of axial electric 
field to the number density of the drift gas) from 38 to 
1150 Td, where 1 Td = lOPI7 V cm’. The recorded time 
consisted of the actual drift time in the field, plus the 
detection time consisting of the time to traverse Q3 to 
the detector, plus in the case of the proteins, the time to 
traverse the first segment. The Q3 region was main- 
tained at a pressure of <10m5 torr, and an ion energy of 
5 eV through this region resulted in mass-dependent 
detection times, ranging from 180 PS for leucine to 
approximately 1 ms for m/z 2198 from the 8+ charge 
state of holomyoglobin. 
The voltage between the orifice (OR) and skimmer 
(SK), where ions are sampled from the atmospheric 
pressure source, can affect the cross section of protein 
ions, as shown by Collings and Douglas 181 for holo- 
myoglobin. The explanation is that energetic collisions 
can cause the protein to unfold, leading to a larger cross 
section above a threshold OR-SK potential difference. 
We used an OR-SK value of 30 V for all of our 
measurements, corresponding to the low field value of 
Collings and Douglas. 
Results and Discussion 
Ion mobility, K, is the ratio of the ion drift velocity, vd, 
to the applied electric field, E: 
The ion drift velocity remains constant for a given 
electric field strength due to collisions with the back- 
ground gas, in this case nitrogen. Since ions travel a 
fixed distance L, equal to the length of the cell: 
(2) 
where V is the applied voltage across the cell and td is 
the ion drift time. 
Ion mobility, K, is typically reported in a form of 
reduced mobility, K,. The relationship between K and 
K, is 
K,=K; (3) 
0 
where N is number density, and N, = 2.687 X 1019 
cm-3 is the number density at standard temperature 
and pressure (273 K, 1 atmosphere). 
Substituting these quantities into eq 2: 
L2N 
fd = K,N,V 
The measured arrival time t, is equal to the sum of 
the drift time through the collision cell, plus the detec- 
tion time f det, defined here as the time required to move 
from the exit of the collision cell to the detector. In the 
experimenta setup used here, this is the time required 
to move through Q3 (20 cm long) at an energy of 5 eV: 
L2N 
f, = - 
K,N,V + fdet 
Hence, a plot of arrival time versus 1 lV, at a 
constant cell pressure, is linear, with a slope from which 
the reduced mobility can be determined. The detection 
time is equal to the intercept of this plot. 
Considerations of energy and momentum conserva- 
tion allow the ion mobility to be expressed with reason- 
able accuracy in terms of an ion-neutral collision cross 
section integral &- at temperature T [131: 
K=E($)“‘i$) 
where z is the number of charges carried by the ion, e is 
the electronic charge, p is the reduced mass = mM/ 
(m + M) where m and M are mass of the ion and the 
neutral partner, respectively, k is the Boltzmann con- 
stant, and T is the temperature that characterizes the 
average ion-neutral collision energy in the center-of- 
mass. With constant experimental conditions, ion mo- 
bility depends on charge, mass, and ion-neutral cross 
section. 
All of the molecular ions studied in this work are 
listed in Table 1, together with their molecular weights, 
mass-to-charge ratios, measured reduced mobilities, 
and collision cross sections (fir) calculated from eq 6. 
Figure 2 shows typical arrival time distributions for 
the 15+ charge state of apomyoglobin (m/z 11311, 
obtained at fields of 0.1,0.2, and 0.3 V/cm, respectively. 
The arrival time f ,  for each field value was defined as 
the position of the maximum in the distribution. Curves 
of f, plotted versus the reciprocal of applied voltage 
across the cell, 1 /V, were found to be linear except at 
very low values of the applied field (i.e., high values of 
1 / V). In the low field region, the arrival time spectra all 
exhibited a broad distribution with a long tail toward 
long arrival time, which made it difficult to estimate 
correctly the position of the peak maximum. Figure 3 
shows the plots obtained for leucine and reserpine. In 
the linear region, the arrival time distributions were 
observed to be approximately Gaussian, and the re- 
duced mobility was determined from the slope of the 
linear region. 
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Table 1. Summary of reduced mobilities and cross sections 
Reduced 
mobility K, cross 
(cm2 V-’ section R, 
Compound and s-‘) (A’) 
charge state MW m/z 2 5% t 5% 
Leucine (1’) 130 131 2.11 105 
Reserpine (I+) 608 609 0.73 280 
Insulin (A chain) (2+) 3520 1765 0.66 615 
Insulin (A chain) (3+) 3520 1173 0.96 635 
Insulin (A chain) (4+) 3520 880 1.14 710 
Ubiquitin (7+) 8564 1224 1.12 1260 
Ubiquitin (9+) 8564 952 1.29 1420 
Ubiquitin (11’) 8564 779 1.47 1520 
Apomyoglobin (8’) 16951 2119 0.68 2400 
Apomyoglobin (9+) 16951 1884 0.71 2560 
Apomyoglobin (II+) 16951 1542 0.83 2690 
Apomyoglobin (13+) 16951 1305 0.86 3070 
Apomyoglobin (15+) 16951 1131 0.91 3330 
Apomyoglobin (17’) 16951 998 0.98 3490 
Holomyoglobin (8’) 17575 2197 0.90 1790 
Holomyoglobin (9’) 17575 1953 0.80 2270 
As noted above, ions were introduced into the colli- 
sion cell with an initial energy of 0.5 to 1 eV in the 
laboratory frame of reference. This was important, since 
the drift time was assumed to represent the steady state 
velocity of the ions in the electric field over the entire 
length of the cell, with no contribution from the initial 
velocity. A study of ion arrival time as a function of 
initial ion energy indicated that for small ions (leucine 
and reserpine), the arrival time spectrum remained 
unchanged up to 3 eV, and for the heavier ions (pro- 
teins) up to 2 eV (at the experimental pressure of 8 X 
lop3 torr), indicating that the ions quickly reach a 
steady state velocity determined by the drift field. 
A second noteworthy observation is that ion inten- 
sity (the integrated area under each arrival time spec- 
trum) was approximately constant over most of the 
region of field strength explored. This is in direct 
contrast to conventional drift cell experiments where 
radial diffusion losses can be very significant, particu- 
larly when the ions are sampled through a small 
aperture at the end of the cell. A simple model incor- 
porating transverse and longitudinal diffusion shows 
that the ion signal observed through an aperture at the 
end of the cell decreases exponentially as the drift time 
increases [14]. In our case, collisional cooling in the 
pseudopotential well of the quadrupole field counter- 
acts the radial diffusion, maintaining a very high ion 
transmission through the cell and through the 2.5-mm- 
diameter aperture at the end of the cell. Independent 
measurements have suggested that at low axial field 
strengths, more than 50% of the ions are transmitted 
through this aperture, which compares very favorably 
with the transmission of the conventional (unseg- 
mented) collision cell. This is one of the significant 
advantages of the device described here, since ion losses 
would be much higher at this pressure in the absence of 
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Figure 2. Arrival time distributions for m/z 1131, the 15+ 
charge state of apomyoglobin, at field values of (a) 0.1 V/cm, (b) 
0.2 V/cm, and Cc) 0.3 V/cm. 
the rf field. For example, using the expression for ion 
transmission through an aperture at the end of a 
conventional drift cell (with no rf focusing) quoted by 
Kemper and Bowers [141, our calculated transmission 
would be about 0.6% for reserpine. While we have no 
experimental data with the segmented cell without any 
rf voltage applied, related experience with our conven- 
tional rf collision cell has shown a severe loss of 
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Figure 3. Measured arrival times for MH+ of leucine (filled 
square) and reserpine (filled diamond). 
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Figure 4. Measured arrival times for four of the apomyoglobin 
charge states: 8+ (filled diamond), ll+ (filled circle), 15+ (filled 
square), and 17+ (filled triangle). 
intensity when the rf level is zero or close to zero. 
Above a threshold drift field strength, however, the ion 
signal begins to decline as the axial field strength is 
increased. This is presumably due to the effects of 
scattering or transverse diffusion overcoming the colli- 
sional focusing effect, so that the ion beam diameter 
begins to broaden, and ions are not as efficiently trans- 
mitted through the exit aperture. 
The data plotted in Figures 3 and 4, and that used to 
derive the data in Table 1, were all acquired at values of 
E/N which were less than what is commonly described 
as the “low field limit”: 
(7) 
This criterion, introduced by Rivercomb and Mason 
[13], describes the region of E/N in which ion kinetic 
energy due to the field-directed motion, is much less 
than thermal energy. Below this limit, the reduced 
mobility is independent of the field strength. As E was 
increased above this limit in our experiments, the slope 
of arrival time versus 1 /V increased, indicating an 
increase in the ion mobility. 
The merits of this approach can be examined by 
comparing our results with others obtained by more 
conventional drift cell methods. For example, we deter- 
mined a collision cross section for leucine (m/z = 131 
amu) of 105 A’. From a study of aliphatic amines in air, 
which was done by using an ion mobility spectrometer, 
the cross section of an ion similar in m/z (diisobu- 
tylamine or n-octylamine at m/z 129) was reported to 
be 107 A2 [15]. Similarly, our measured collision cross 
section for reserpine was 280 AZ. This compares with 
extrapolation (from m/z 500 up to m/z 609, the 
molecular weight of the reserpine ion) of the measured 
reduced mobility data from the same study, which 
would predict a cross section of 280 A2 [15]. 
Data for different charge states of apomyoglobin is 
shown in Figure 4. As with leucine and reserpine, the 
data at very low field was ignored due to the broad 
arrival time spectrum (skewed toward long arrival 
time), and therefore the difficulty in assigning a median 
arrival time to the distribution. A least square fit to the 
data was used to calculate the values of reduced mo- 
bilities listed in Table 1. The collision cross sections 
were calculated from eq 6, accounting for the net charge 
on the ion. The standard error in the measured slopes in 
all cases was less than 5%, so the uncertainties in the 
reduced mobilities and cross sections in Table 1 are 
estimated to be less than 5%. 
The arrival time spectra of all of the apomyoglobin 
multiply charged ions showed only one peak, suggest- 
ing the presence of only one conformer of each charge 
state. This is in contrast to the conclusion drawn by Cox 
et al. 1161 from measurements of the observed charge 
distributions of apomyoglobin under different collision 
cell pressures. They inferred the presence of two dis- 
tinct conformations of apomyoglobin: a tightly folded, 
less highly charged structure, and a more open (hence 
larger) and more highly charged structure, but with 
overlapping charge distributions, so that some charge 
states could have two different conformations. How- 
ever, the more tightly folded conformer appeared from 
their results to be significantly less intense than the 
open structure, and if present in only relatively small 
concentration, may not have been visible next to the 
major peak in our mobility spectra. 
Table 1 clearly shows that the cross sections appear 
to increase with increasing charge state, a trend also 
observed by Covey and Douglas [6], who were the first 
to measure cross sections of large protein ions in the gas 
phase. Our values of cross section of apomyoglobin, 
determined by a significantly different method, agree 
well with the most recent data [B] generated with their 
method of energy loss measurements. For example, we 
measured a cross section of 2400 A for the Bf charge 
state of apomyoglobin, while Figure 2 from ref 181 
shows a cross section of about 2300 A. All of our 
measurements are within 20% of the values reported in 
ref [B]. We also observe that the cross section of holo- 
myoglobin (containing the heme) is smaller than that of 
the same charge state for apomyoglobin. Table 1 shows 
that the positive correlation between charge state and 
cross section is observed for apomyoglobin, holomyo- 
globin, ubiquitin, and insulin (A chain). This has also 
been observed for cytochrome-C, where cross sections 
were measured in helium by using ion mobility mass 
spectrometry [lo]. 
As pointed out by Covey and Douglas 161, the 
increase in cross section with charge state is unlikely to 
be explained by increased ion-induced dipole forces; 
they suggested that increased physical size with in- 
creasing charge state is likely the dominant effect which 
contributes to the increased cross section. A third effect 
not mentioned previously is that of the permanent 
dipole moment of the ion. More highly charged ions in 
a more extended physical configuration are also likely 
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to have higher permanent dipole moments, an effect 
which could contribute to the larger cross section. The 
effect of the collision gas dipole moment on mobility 
and hence cross section is well understood and ex- 
pressed in terms of the average dipole orientation 
(ADO) theory [17, 181. The effect of charge distribution 
within the ion, and its effect on the permanent dipole 
moment of the multiply charged ion, to the best of our 
knowledge, has not previously been considered. An 
IMS investigation of protonated methyl cyanate isomers 
attributed the differences in mobility to the charge distri- 
bution of the ions and their dipole moments 1191. Support 
for this view came from ab initio calculations for proto- 
nated isomers which showed that the physical size of the 
ions did not differ significantly, but their charge distribu- 
tions and their dipole moments differed considerably [20]. 
Conclusion 
Ions are efficiently confined in the radial direction in the 
rf-only drift tube, overcoming one of the main problems 
of conventional drift tubes, viz. diffusion losses in the 
radial direction. The fact that our measurements of 
small and large ion cross sections agree well with data 
from conventional drift cells, as well as with data from 
cross sections determined by energy loss, suggests that 
the rf field (which is only in the radial direction) does 
not significantly affect the ion mobility in the axial 
direction. Correlations between ion structure, mass, and 
mobility should be open to study by placing an atmo- 
spheric pressure drift tube in front of the sampling 
aperture of the triple quadrupole, allowing measure- 
ments of ion mobility, then mass, then mobility again. 
This will remove doubts about changes to the ion 
population during the ion sampling process. 
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